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                    ef ExtecegtrfteRy Higk Vaeweerrttft

         Tomoaki HiNo, Yuko HiRoHATA and Toshiro YAMAsHINA
                            (Received July 14, 1995)

                                 Abstract

   Multipole gauge with a configuration of electro-static potentials similar with the

Lafferty gauge is suggested to extend a possible pressure measurement to a lower

regime. Since the confinement time of electrons emitted from the cathode is very much

Iengthened by the muitipole configuration, the filament current required becomes very

small. In addition, the ion collection current can be taken several times higher than

that by the Lafferty gauge. Since the rate of the photoelectron emission is estimated 4

orders of magnitude smaller than that of the Lafferty gauge, the possible pressure

nneasurement may be 4 orders of magnitude extended to a low pressure regime.

                              1. Introduction

   In order to measure the pressure of extremely high vacuum, XHVi-5), one possible

approach is to lengthen the life time of the electrons emitted from the cathode and to

make high the electron density, for the enhancement of electron-neutral ionization. In

addition, the electron secondary emission from the ion collector, caused by the soft

Xray due to the loss of electrons from the cathode, has to be suppressed since such the

photoelectron emission limits the pressure measurement.

   The Lafferty gauge is well known as the vacuum gauge based upon the above

principle6'iO). Recent experiments showed that the Lafferty gauge could detect the

pressure much Iess than 10-9Pa, e.g. XHVi'). In the Lafferty gauge, the electrons

                                                                --emitted from the cathode are confined in the azimuthal direction due to the E × B drift
motion. The electron density has to be limited by the electron self potential and/or the

radial diffusioniO). Since there is not a magnetic well for such the electron confinement

in the Lafferty gauge even if the walls are negatively biased, the radial loss may be due

to the Bohm like diffusion with a diffusivity of D =kTe/16eB, where B is the magnetic

field, Te the electron temperature, k the Boltzmann constant and e the electron charge.

                                                                    --It is quite possible to confine the electrons by the multipole field instead of the E × B

drift rnotion, in the configuration of electro-static potential similar the Lafferty gauge

with negatively biased walls. In this multipole gauge, the electrons emitted from the

cathode may be able to be very well confined both by the strong magnetic well and the

eiectro-static potential. Then, the emission current of the cathode may be taken lower

than that of the Lafferty gauge. And that the electron density may be taken close to

the value of the electro-static potential limit.

   In the followings, the principle of the multipole gauge is described.
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                        2. PriRciple of Multipole Gauge

    The multipole gauge consists of ion collector with a potential of -di,, and a shield

wall with a potential of -di, , and the multipole fields produced by the array of perma-

nent magnets outside of the shieid wall (Fig. 1). The electrons can be generated by the

cathode if the anode is placed in the vicinity of the cathode. In order to inject the

electrons into the gauge chamber, the energy has to be higher than the wall potential,

di,. In the Lafferty gauge, there is an axial magnetic field for the electron to rotate in

the azimuthal direction. In the multipole gauge, the electrons emitted from the cathode

are confined by the strong magnetic well and the negative electro-static potential. For

the electron confinement and the quick collection of ions produced by electron-neutral

collisions, the condition for the electro-static potentials, -di,<-di,, is required.

                                               Ion collecter
                                                  - ipc

                            [:: :

                                                  N
                                                        Shield
                                                         - ips
          cathoi2;'inpmin" 2>N a&.:,i.ya.L3,gnt

                 Electron S                  beam S N

                Fig.1 Multipole gauge for pressure measurement of XHV.

    The electron density balance in the multipole gauge is written as

         VEI ne ==- ",be V+ S,, -･･(i)
where V=:: rra2 b is the volume of the electron plasma, a the radius of the shield, b a

half of the axial Iength of the shield, S, =If/e the electron number emitted per second,

Ifthe filament emission current aAd Tlethe electron confinement time. In the

configuration of the muitipole gauge, the radial diffusion of the electron may be similar

to that of a tandem mirror or a long cusp'i). Then, the conferment time may be ex-

pressed as

         Tb=-TleeAcz-q;5,eriip/Te, ･･.(2)

where Te,==T,3i2/(3.2×10-i2n, In A) is the electron -electron collision time, ln A =ln(1.

55×10'3 71,3i2/n,) the Coulomb logarithm, Tethe electron temperature and Adi==dis-die
the potential difference between the shield and the electron plasma. The potential of

the electron plasma, -di,, is obtained by the Poisson's equation

node

e

e1-Oll
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         V2ip='"SZnn., '''(3)                eo
where Eo is the permittivity of free space.

   Form Eq.(3) the potential of the electron plasma is roughly approximated as

         -ipezim-{la2ne, '''(4)                Eo
In a steady state, the electron density becomes

           L/e                 A¢                    eAO/Te, '''(5)         ne na2b Zlee n

   For the electron confinement, there is a limit concerning the electrostatic potentials,

e,g. di, and dis. The negative value of the value of the potential due to the electron

plasma should not exceed the negative value of the shield potential, i. e.,

             eo2 ip,, ･..(6)         ne<
             ea
   For the condition of Eq.(6) to be satisfied, the electron density has to be adjusted

according to Eq.(5). Cornpared a case of the Lafferty gauge with negatively biased

walls, the electron density determined by Eq.(6) can be taken higher, e.g. close to the

value of the potential limit. Since the electron confinement time is much longer than

that of the Lafferty gauge, the filament current required can be taken small and then

the photoelectron emission can be sufflciently reduced.

   The ion collection current can be expressed by the following equation

         k=eneyeoV, '''(7)
where vbo=tbnoctis the electron-neutral collision frequency for ionization, n.the gas

density, if the ionization cross section, q)--VI<'I17ifiE the electron velosity and me the

electron mass.

   3. Required Fiiarnent Current and Ion Coliection Current of Multipole Gauge

   For the calculation of the ion coilection current, we assume the following parame-

ters

         a :b==O.05 m,

         Te =20 eV,

         di, == 2oo v,

         di, =3oo v,

         cr=10-2o m2,

From Eq.(6), the maximum electron density, n., .,., becomes 4.4×10'2m-3. Since ne

has to be less than ne,.,., it is presumed that n,=4×10'2m-3. Then, the potential

difference, Adi=di,-die, is 19.3 V. When n,=4×10'2m-3and T,=20 eV, the filament

current required is only 2.7×10-iOA. In the case of the Lafferty gauge, the eiectron

conferment time, 7rb=a2/(T./16B),is 1.6×10-`s when B=O.08T. The electron
confinement time of the multipole gauge is approximately 4 orders of magnitude longer,

e. g., Tle =O.94 s Thus, the required fiIament current can be 4 orders of magnitude lower.
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This resuit means that the soft X ray limit can be extremely extended to the low pres-

sure reglme.

   The ion collection current expressed in Eq.(7) becomes

         h=2×10-3,Fb(Ike) (A) ･･･(7)
where P,is the pressure in Pa. In the case of the Lafferty gauge, the ion collection

current should be several times lower than that of the multipole gauge since the elec-

tron density can not be taken so Iarge.

                        4. PiscussionandSummary

   The multipole gauge for the pressure measurement of XHV has been suggested. In

stead of the axial magnetic field in the Lafferty gauge, the muitipole fields made by the

array of the permanent magnets at the shield are empioyed for the confinement of the

electron ernitted from the cathode or the electron beam. Since the pressure of the

eiectron plasma is very much lower than that of the magnetic pressure and that the

magnetic well is formed to confine the electron population, the electron confinement

time is taken very long, of order of second. Thus, the electrons emitted from the cath-

ode, which radially diffuse to the shield wall, can be taken very small. Since the soft

X-ray limit ls due to the photoelectrons caused by this diffusion flow, the X-ray limit

may shift to sufficiently low pressure regime. The ion collection current estimated is

approximately 2 mA/Pa, which is several times larger than that of the Lafferty gauge.

   It is known that the Lafferty gauge can detect the pressure of XHV below 10-9 Pa.

If the present multipie gauge is employed, the pressure less than 10-'3 Pa may be able

to be detectable.
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